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About Road Dog Publications

I founded Road Dog Publications in 2011 with the goal of encouraging and promoting writers that 
share a love of motorcycles and riding and those who seek out adventure on their travels. I’ve sought 
to publish great adventure travel tales that go beyond the fact and figures of routes, gear, and loca-
tions, but which go to the heart of adventure—the effects of riding and travel on the riders them-
selves. I like to say, “Adventure is what happens between the ears.” That is what makes a travel story 
more than a simple travelogue and that appeals not just to motorcyclists or overlanders, whatever 
their choice of vehicle, but to all readers interested in the human experience and condition.

Road Dog is a small company (I am the sole employee), but it’s growing. From two books in 2011, 
by the summer of 2018 the list of titles has grown to twenty-two, with more on the way. I publish 
books by both well-known authors and writers who are just starting out, but they all share in 
common a love of travel and the desire to share the stories of what they have done and seen and how 
those experiences have changed them. I share those traits and have penned two  books (Thoughts 
on the Road and Northeast by Northwest). I am also often in my garage, working on my own bikes 
or helping others out with theirs. I have a particular fondness for vintage Japanese motorcycles and 
am editor of Vintage Japanese Motorcycle Magazine, the official publication of the Vintage Japanese 
Motorcycle Club of North America, where I also serve on the Board of Directors. Between issues, in 
the little free time I have, you might find me almost anywhere around North America, creating my 
own adventures. You could say I live, work, and breathe motorcycles.

The books I’ve published retain their authors’ authentic “voices,” the Americans using American 
spellings and phrases, and the British using British. The one nod to North American usage is the use 
of double, instead of single, quotation marks in the books.

You can find Road Dog Publications books on the Amazon and Barnes and Noble websites, as 
well as many brick-and-mortar stores across North America, in English language bookstores 
throughout Central and South America, and in the UK. You can also find both Kindle and Nook 
versions of all the books online. If your favorite bookstore does not carry Road Dog books, let 
them know they are distributed by National Book Network and NBNi and can be ordered by 
virtually any bookstore. All eBooks published by Road Dog are text-to-speech enabled.

I hope your next adventure is a great as those you’ll find in the pages of these books!



In Motorcycles, Life and... 
Brent draws analogies from 
life that also apply to the art 
and science of managing 
a motorcycle. They lead 
the reader toward a better 
understanding of what it 
takes to be in control of 
their often demanding two-
wheeled machines. But you 
don’t have to be a motorcycle 
rider to benefit from these 
stories. Like those life 
experiences that can benefit 
the rider, the lessons learned 
in riding can often apply in 
life.

220 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-36-4 (paperback) $19.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-37-1 (eBook) $8.95 USD

I found it a thoroughly enjoyable, light read. I’m even 
planning to have my copy signed by Brent. I like it 
that much..—Steve Lita, Editor, Road Bike magazineBrent Allen

Brent “Captain Crash” Allen is a motorcycle safety instructor and 
teaches both basic and advanced motorcycling classes. He was award-
ed the Shining Star Award and Award of Merit by Idaho STAR. He 
is well-known in the motorcycling community, having produced 
the popular series of motorcycle safety videos titled “Howzit Done?” 
which have been viewed over a million times on YouTube. 



The

Elemental
Motorcyclist

by

Brent Allen

The
Elemental Motorcyclist 

by Brent “Captain Crash” Allen

Brent Allen has been riding since he was eighteen and training riders for 
close to a decade. In this book he offers insights from his years of riding and 
from his experience training other riders.

Not an authoritative “how-to” book, The Elemental Motorcylist offers advice 
in a conversational tone, often using amusing anecdotes and observations to 
illustrate its message. Brent does not try to pound home hard-and-fast rules for 
riding, but offers gentle suggestions for riders to consider as they grow in their 
riding experience. Brent is not above having made mistakes and admits it, but 
when he recalls his youthful mistakes it is to help others choose a better path.

Brent has divided these essays into four “elements,” each element loosely 
denoting a particular flavor of the motorcycling experience: Earth for the 
groundwork of choosing and buying a motorcycle and the basic skills one 
needs starting out of the gate. Air for the “ethereal feeling of euphoria that 
owning your first bike brings.” Fire for the things experienced riding that may 
try us, but hopefully improve us once passed through. Water for that place you 
come to when you’re one with the bike and “in the zone.”

Brent Allen has been training riders since 2003 with the IdahoSTAR 
program. He also has worked as a television journalist, producer, and director 
and is a high school broadcast instructor. He has utilized these skills to 
produce a series of light-hearted “Howzit Done?” instructional videos to help 
motorcyclists hone their skills. Known as “Captain Crash” on YouTube, Brent’s 
video lessons have been viewed over 800,000 times.

Brent’s first book, Motorcycles, Life, and…, was published by Road Dog 
Publications in 2011 as our first title. We are proud to bring you another book 
filled with Brent’s useful and entertaining insights.
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ISBN 978-1-890623-38-8
SRP $19.95 US
Kindle and Nook eBooks Versions Available
ISBN 978-1-890623-39-5

P  U  B  L  I  C  A  T  I  O  N  S
www. roaddogpub.com

Brent offers motorcycling 
reflections in The Elemental 

Motorcyclist, along with 
riding tips and advice in a 
conversational tone, often 
using amusing anecdotes 

and observations to 
illustrate his message. He 
doesn’t dictate hard-and-

fast rules for riding, instead 
he makes gentle suggestions 

for riders to consider as 
they grow in their riding 

experience.

This is not a technical 
manual. It reinforces the 

idea of his first book, that 
much can be learned of life 

while learning about riding.

281 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-38-8 (paperback) $20.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-39-5 (e-Book) $9.95 USD



“We had become known on the various 
Internet forums as ‘those two idiots’ as 
we bumbled our way around from one 

minor disaster to the next”

Mayhem, mirth, and adventure 
follow these two riders across 
two continents. Jack and 
Marcin set off for Thailand 
thinking they were prepared, 
more or less, but mostly less. 
This story is full of mishaps and 
triumphs, told in an amusing 
style. Here is an honest 
overland excursion with all the 
highs and lows, wins and losses, 
wonderful people and low-lifes, 
and charms and pitfalls of their 
manner of travel and of the 
countries through which they 
pass.

410 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-66-1 (paperback) $24.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-67-8 (eBook) $9.99 USD

A. P. Atkinson
A. P. Atkinson, known as Jack to his friends, was born in London. 
Coming from a family of motorcyclists, he had an early interest in things 
with a wheel at each end. When he finally decided to leave London and 
discover what was actually out there, it all came together: motorcycles, 
questionable ethics, a dubious grasp of grammar, a passion for telling 
stories, and absolutely no clue about what he was going to do next.



“Ants” has written for Ride, Wanderlust, The Guardian, and Over-
land and is a speaker at travel shows and literary and motorcycle 
festivals. First published in the UK to great reviews, I am happy to 
bring it to North America.

The author, a young English 
woman, leaves Hanoi on a 
tiny pink Honda Cub with 
the either hare-brained or 
inspired plan to ride it solo 
to Saigon along the famous 
Ho Chi Minh Trail, that 
historic military conduit 
alternately used by the 
North and bombed by the 
US during the Vietnam War. 
What results is not only the 
story of her often difficult 
ride through Vietnam, Laos, 
& Cambodia,  but of the war 
and its lingering effects on 
the land and people. From 
jungles to mountains to river 
crossings, this is the ultimate 
vintage Japanese motorcycle 
adventure. 

384 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-48-7 (paperback) $23.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-48-2 (eBook) $9.99 USD

Antonia Bolingbroke-Kent



Zoë Cano is an adventurous traveller, writer, and photographer.
Born in the UK, she moved to live and work in Paris before work-
ing in New York, Boston, Brazil and Asia. She has crossed the An-
des on horseback, motorcycled solo across the American continent, 
and still travels extensively. Zoë now lives in London.

She didn’t have much 
experience; she didn’t have 

much money; but she had a 
dream—a dream of riding 

across the US. She saved and 
poured over maps. Finally she 
took a leap of faith, flew to the 

US, and began the adventure 
of a lifetime.

Riding solo from Boston to 
LA, Zoë crossed the continent 

during one of the hottest 
summers on record. She 

had no long distance riding 
experience, making the 

challenge even more daunting. 

In spite of it all, through pluck 
and determination, Zoë made 

her dream come true.

466 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-43-2 (paperback) $25.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-44-9 (eBook) $9.99 USD

Bonneville Go or Bust is proof that it can be done, and that 
adventure is more about your mind and opening it up. Give it a 

read, and be inspired.—Traverse magazine
Zoë Cano



A classic road trip with a difference.  As an encore to her recent cross-
country ride, Zoë calls on her loyal road dog friend to join her for 
part of a 2000 mile odyssey on two British retro motorbikes.

Zig-zagging along the tropical Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic coast in 
Florida, through the forgotten back roads of the Florida Panhandle, 
Alabama and Georgia, this adventure  uncovers the many hidden 
gems of lesser known places in these beautiful Southern states and 

introduces the reader to the 
extraordinary people she 
encounters along the way.

From areas of extreme wealth 
to dire poverty, music venues 
lost in time and near-misses 
on the road, these eclectic 
stories will make you shiver, 
cry and laugh out loud.

Her curiosity for getting 
under the skin of America 
brings out a fresh new 
perspective for any sort of 
traveller.

240 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-49-4 (paperback) $20.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-50-0 (eBook) $8.99 USD

Cover design by paulrobertscreative.com
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A classic road trip with a di� erence.  As an encore to her recent cross-
country ride, Zoë calls on her loyal road dog friend to join her for part 
of a 2000 mile odyssey on two British retro motorbikes. 

Zig-zagging along the tropical Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic                                  
coast in Florida, through the forgotten back roads of the 
Florida Panhandle, Alabama, and Georgia, this adventure  
uncovers the many hidden gems of lesser known places 
in these beautiful Southern states and introduces the 
reader to the extraordinary people Zoë encounters along 

                                                      the way. 

                                                      From areas of extreme wealth to dire poverty, music venues 
                                                      lost in time and near-misses on the road, these eclectic 
                                                      stories will make you shiver, cry, and laugh out loud.

Zoë’s curiosity for getting under the
skin of America brings out a fresh new perspective for any sort
of traveller.

“Zoë is once again out on ‘the roads less travelled’—in the Deep South.
 It’s like riding on the back of the bike with her with the wind in your hair, 
exploring this amazing country”

ISBN 978-1-890623-49-4
$20.99 US

P  U  B  L  I  C  A  T  I  O  N  S
www.roaddogpub.com

Buy it you will not be disappointed.—Nacelle Triumph Owners’ Magazine



Join Zoë again on an eclectic journey through Baja California 
discovering fascinating & unique places. She takes to the road this time 

in an old truck that creates its own quirky adventures.

Iconic Baja California, surrounded by the pounding Pacific Ocean and 
crystal calm Sea of Cortez, is an isolated and proud land woven together 

by ancient myths, legends, and amazing true stories. Zoë captures the 
spirit of this beautiful, awe-inspiring place on a solo 3000 mile adventure, 

encountering a myriad of 
surprises along the way.

She quickly falls under Baja’s 
magical spell and discovers the 

authentic side of Baja and its 
people, who are so culturally 
diverse and proudly different 

from the rest of Mexico.

The landscapes are extreme, 
sometimes unforgiving, but 

always spellbinding. Rich fertile 
valleys merge into arid cacti-

strewn deserts. Mountains melt 
into forests and the wildest 

beaches and bays, home to the 
richest diversity of marine life.

Reflecting life “out on the road,” 
Zoë digs up a treasure trove of 

her other travel story gems and cleverly intertwines them with this story.

354 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-57-9 (paperback) $24.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-58-6 (eBook) $9.99 USD

“This is the latest of her excellent travel books…and like the previous two it just makes you want to get out 
there and explore. Warning—reading this book will bring on your wanderlust—Back Street Heroes



314 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-70-8 (paperback) $23.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-715 (eBook) $9.99 USD

Hellbent for Paradise is the inspiring—and often nail biting—tale of 
Zoë Cano’s exploits roaming the jaw-dropping natural wonders of 

Aotearoa New Zealand on a mission to find her own paradise.

From the outset of this 5,000 
kilometre road trip odyssey, 

this free-spirited motorcycle 
traveller is pushed to her limits 

as a series of catastrophic 
cyclones come crashing through 

New Zealand.

Along the way, Zoë encounters 
colourful people from all walks 

of life, including artists and 
musicians, sheep farmers, Maori 

fishermen, a healer, stargazers, 
fellow travellers, and even 

motorcycle gangs who’ll all 
open her eyes and introduce 

her to the raw underbelly of the 
country.

But the journey doesn’t quite turn out as she’d planned and extreme 
measures are needed to complete—and even survive—the Land of the 

Long White Cloud!

As I’ve come to expect from this very talented auther, another classic motorcycle adventure book! I have just had 
another at times butt clenching motorcycle tour round New Zealand without leaving my armchair.—Derek Manders

“The female Bill Bryson with a motorbike” does it again. A cracking book! Keep up the good work Zoe
—Back Street Heroes



The British Isles, encompassing thousands of islands both big and small, 
are like sparkling rough-cut gems sprinkled into the North Atlantic. 

Discovering their diverse and jaw-dropping landscapes are like treasures 
waiting to be dug up.  

As a wonderful compilation of original short stories closer to home, Zoë 
Cano captures the very essence of Britain’s natural beauty with eclectic 
travels she’s taken over the years exploring England, Ireland, Scotland 

and Wales.

Unsurprisingly, these journeys 
turn into mini adventures that 

include motorcycling around the 
legendary Wild Atlantic Way in 

Ireland, slowly exploring Wales on 
a scooter, living in a little camper 

van to discover the remote 
Scottish Highlands and bravely 

sailing across the English Channel 
during the total Eclipse of the Sun.

With Zoë’s never-ending appetite 
for experiencing new places, and 

always up for a challenge, these 
tales will make you chuckle out 

loud but also flood your roaming 
imagination. 

242 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-78-4 (paperback) $21.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-79-1 (eBook) $9.99 USD

“With Zoë’s never-ending appetite for experiencing new places, and always up for a challenge, these tales will make 
you chuckle out loud but also flood your roaming imagination.”—John’s Motorcycle News



Ron Davis has been a rider, on and off, for about fifty years. 
Over that period, he’s also squeezed in a full time career teaching 

high school and university 
classes in writing, photog-

raphy, and publishing while 
also working as a social 

media writer for the tourism 
industry in Northwest Ontar-
io and as an associate editor 

and columnist for BMW 
Owners News. In addition, 

his writing has been fea-
tured by BMW Motorcycle 

Magazine, Volume One, Our 
Wisconsin, and the National 

Writing Project, and his es-
says (some about riding) can 

be heard regularly on Wis-
consin Public Radio’s “Wis-

consin Life.”

248 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-72-2 (paperback) $19.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-73-9 (eBook) $9.99 USD

“Great collection of columns, and they make it hard to turn your 
reading light off and go to bed.  It’s one of those “Just one more” 
books, a fun mixture  of humor and insight that’ll resonate with 

anyone who rides.”—Peter Egan, Cycle World Columnist and author 
of Leanings, Leanings 2, Leanings 3, and The Best of Peter Egan

Ron Davis



Living in London, Isabel met Byron, who matched her desire to trav-
el with one for motorbikes. They saved enough money to undertake 
a journey from Alaska to Argentina on a BMW “airhead,” fondly 
named the Flying Aga. 

A young couple resign from 
their jobs in the midst of a 
recession to embark on an epic 
road trip with their life savings, 
a tent, and very few plans. This 
is the story of their adventures 
through the American  
continents on a BMW R100RS 
motorcycle that was older than 
both of them.

From Alaska to Tierra 
del Fuego, wild animals, 
brutal climates, mechanical 
troubles, kind strangers, 
magnificent landscapes, and 
ocean crossings fill 31,254 
life affirming miles in this 
inspiring and heart warming 
account.

414 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-47-0 (paperback) $25.99 USD
eBook available on amazon.com from the author

A great blend of travel, motorcycling, determination, 
and humor. HHHHH Amazon Review

Isabel Dyson



Tracy earned a degree in music education and taught for two years, 
followed by a gig in the Air Force as a photojournalist and editor of an 
Air Force newspaper. After his service he returned to teaching. He is an 
avid motorcyclist, musician, artist, and storyteller.

Tracy Farr sets off on multiple 
legs of a motorcycle ride to 
the four corners of America 
in search of the essence of the 
land and its people. What he 
finds out about the US, long 
distance riding, and himself 
often surprises and amuses 
him.  Tracy’s tongue-in-cheek 
light-hearted style keeps 
the reader smiling while he 
peels back, layer by layer, the 
essence of the land he passes 
through and the people he 
meets.

228 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-60-9 (paperback) $20.99 USD
eBook available on amazon.com from the author

Tracy Farr



Graham was born in the UK but lived in the US for a spell, 
working in construction and riding a 1960 Harley-Davidson. 
During his time in the States he traveled from Denver to Alaska 
and then south deep into Mexico, after which he set off around 
the world with a backpack, followed by challenging solo cycling 
trips in India and China.

Returning to the UK he traveled east by motorcycle, across Mon-
golia, ending in South Korea. Later, his KLR would take him to 
Iraq and Azerbaijan.

Delving into diaries packed with tales of naivety, and at times 
eyebrow-raising debauchery, the reader soon discovers that Gra-
ham’s mantra is “You never lie to your diary.”

Graham writes regularly for Overland Magazine and has been 
published in British national papers and motorcycle publications 
in both Europe and North America. His presentations are widely 
regarded as some of the funniest in the genre.

Graham makes regular contributions to Adventure Bike TV, 
where he was nominated as “most inspirational adventurer” and 
has a residency on Adventure Rider Radio’s RAW show. He cur-
rently lives in Bulgaria, with a variety of iconic motorcycles, a 
cluster of KLRs, and some gold-digging cats.

Graham’s print books are available from Road Dog Publications in North America. His eBooks (on amazon) 
and his print books (http://grahamfield.co.uk) are available outside North America from the author.

Graham is a “Jupiter’s Traveller” and is supported by the Ted Simon Foundation.
He is available for appearances. Please contact roaddogpub@gmail.com for more info.

Graham Field



“Well, now I’m committed,” he thought to himself after telling a 
national TV game show audience that he wanted to ride a motorcycle 

to Mongolia with his winnings. He felt the fear that commitment 
always induced in him; he was hoping they might have edited that bit 
out. Commitments are something he tried to get as far away from as 

possible, the only other constants in his life being twenty-five years of 
financial prudence, travel and motorcycle obsession.

So there he was, committed to going very, very far on a motorcycle 
with his meagre prize money. 

Consequently he spent a 
winter on eBay and a spring 

in the garage preparing 
his $1000 KLR 650 for an 
uncertain life on the road. 

Armed with a cynical humour, 
a strong sense of direction, a 
vague sense of balance, and 
no sense of proportion, he 

embarked on a 15,000 mile 
solo motorcycle ride to see 

what would break first; bike, 
body, or budget. Leaving 

an indifferent existence in 
England behind he headed 
east, looking for purpose, a 

new life, and a new location 
to live it. He was in search of 

greener grass.

390 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-55-5 (paperback) $25.99 USD
eBook available on amazon.com from the author

Kind hearted, funny and delightfully honest story–thought provoking and refreshing.—Adventure Bike Rider Magazine



Who tries to ride into Iraq just to see if the news reports are accurate, 
ends up joining a demonstration against someone else’s government, or 
sticks their arm between the jaws of a wild mountain wolf-dog?

After the success of his first book, In Search of Greener Grass, Graham 
Field hits the road again with his bargain-basement KLR650, recording 
his experiences in his inimitable and revealingly honest diary style. The 
Caucasus region is often overlooked by travellers, but Graham may 
inadvertently be about to change all that.

A single pivotal event can 
transform any journey, and 
accepting rather than fighting 
that moment can have 
glorious consequences for 
the traveller. In this instant 
the result ensures a fantastic 
exploration of eastern Europe 
and beyond, the discovery of 
a hidden gem in Georgia, and 
meanderings that leave us all 
much richer.

Ultimately, Eureka is an almost 
accidental realization that we 
cannot control our mood on 
the road, but merely embracing 
it can be the most enlightening 
travel experience of all. 

[The UK edition of this book is titled Ureka. For this North American edition, 
the author decided to use the conventional spelling: Eureka.]

370 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-56-2 (paperback) $25.99 USD
eBook available on amazon.com from the author

‘Honest, heart-warming, and captivating…he’s put new destinations on our horizon!’– Overland Magazine



Different Natures takes you on three journeys. Each gives an honest 
and passionate insight into the evolution of a compulsive traveler. 

Looking for direction with the wrong eyes spawned Graham’s 
lust for wandering. The miles cleared his vision and the hunger 

for longer distances grew with an insatiable appetite for new 
experiences.

Divulging tales from his diaries spanning a twelve year period of 
travel from the Arctic Circle to Mexico, Graham Field’s journeys 

are his life. Inevitably, 
these experiences increase 
his awareness as he passes 

through the various 
natures of both a reluctant 
maturity and the extreme 

environments between his 
destinations.

From midnight sun to 
darkest nights, there is as 

much diversity in these tales 
as common threads.

Taste the addictive 
exhilaration of inhospitable 

environments.

336 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-59-3 (paperback) $23.99 USD
eBook available on amazon.com from the author

Surprising. Funny. Opinionated.. Vivid– Ride Magazine



This is a collection of stories 
resulting from the author’s 
journey into motorcycling 

that he started when he first 
sighted a 1968 CB350 under a 
pile of junk in the dusty back 

corner of a storage bay. 

The chapters are divided into 
three sections with stories 

of Wrenching (working on 
motorcycles), Riding (travels 

by motorcycle), and Reflecting 
(thoughts on and as a result of 

the riding experience).

302 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-45-6 (paperback) $21.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-46-3 (eBook) $9.99 USD

Mike Fitterling
Adventure has always been in Mike’s blood. In the 1970s he explored 
Mexico and Guatemala. Later, in a small boat, he sailed the Atlantic 
and Caribbean. Then, when he found an old Honda CB350, his love 
of motorcycling was ignited. He is currently Editor of the Vintage 
Japanese Motorycle Magazine and owner of Road Dog Publications.



The story of these journeys 
is also the story of a wall of 

stress and depression that 
threatened to overwhelm 

the author and how he 
responded to it. The first ride 

(Northeast) became a journey 
that reawakened his faith 

in humanity and restored a 
balanced view of the world, 

and the second (Northwest) 
was a preventative measure 

to fend off a return to that 
darkness and to gain clarity 

on why riding worked for 
him. These rides reveal the 

beauty of the world and 
nature and the inherent 
goodness of people. The 

world is out there waiting 
to reaffirm the value of life 

for anyone who takes up the 
challenge of experiencing it.

340 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-51-7 (paperback) $21.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-52-4 (eBook) $9.99 USD

10% of the net profits from the sale of this book will 
go to the Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance



Jacqui was backpacking SE Asia when six months in she went to 
Pakistan where she met a man travelling on an Enfield Bullet. Later 
she bought one herself and rode off to see the world at age 50. None of 
it was planned as she left her old life behind.

This book should be read by 
anyone still holding back from 
taking a risk and pursuing their 
dreams.

When her conventional life 
fell apart, Jacqui Furneaux 
responded in a way that 
surprised many. Her random 
global wanderings for seven 
years astride an apparently 
obsolete motorcycle brought 
beauty, friendship, laughter, 
and romance on the road; 
when she wasn’t fending off 
amorous sea-dogs or facing 
some other adversity with 
quiet courage.

336 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-64-7 (paperback) $23.99 USD
eBook available on amazon.com from the author

A beautifully told tale of travel, love and discovery. 
One of the best travel biographies you’ll read.

—Traverse Magazine
Jacqui Furneaux



Aaron earned a degree in journalism from the Walter Cronkite 
School of Journalism and an MFA in screenwriting from USC. He 
has explored the back roads of the West on the back of a motorcycle. 
The stories shared in Asphalt & Dirt, his online magazine, cover 
the roads traveled and lives led of interesting people from all walks 
of life—especially those who 
are intimately one with road, 
wherever it may take them.

Aaron Heinrich interviews 
over fifty motorcyclists, from 

well-known to unknown, 
from builders and tinkerers 
to racers and tourers. These 

stories dispel the myth of the 
stereotypical “biker,” proving 
there is no one definition of 

what a motorcyclist is and that 
any description is as varied as 

the riders who make up the 
motorcycling community—no 

two are alike, other than their 
shared love of two wheels.

376 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-53-1 (paperback) $25.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-54-8 (eBook) $9.99 USD

[This book] reinforces my belief that every person 
can find his or her own path in life, and that having a 
passion–like motorcycling–can help to guide the way..

—Forbes magazine
Aaron Heinrich



In this collection, Kirk tells 
the story of growing up a 
gearhead behind both the 
wheels of muscle cars and the 
handlebars of motorcycles.

Those who grew up in the ’70s 
culture of muscle cars and 
bikes will find it hard not to 
grin at the mostly harmless 
hooliganism of the era.

Full of colorful stories inspired 
by riding and wrenching 
four and two-wheeled hot 
rods, Kirk not only relates his 
experience with mechanical 
challenges but also describes 
the great rewards granted  
those who are lucky enough to 
drive and ride them.

278 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-40-1 (paperback) $20.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-41-8 (eBook) $9.99 USD

Kirk Swanick
Kirk has been fascinated with engines as long as he can remember. He 
cut his teeth on mini-bikes and motorcycles, then came cars and aviation. 
He eventually returned to motorcycles, with a passion for repairing and 
restoring them that is only eclipsed by his love of riding them. He resides 
in Illinois, where he spends more hours riding his motorcycles than 
would be considered advisable by any marriage counselor.



Paul grew up in De Zilk, in Holland. He studied journalism at the 
School of Journalism in Utrecht and developed a specialty in motor 
journalism. To Paul, besides journalism, motorcycles are a way of 
life. To fund his travels, he has written for several newspapers and 
magazines. He rides a 1975 Moto Guzzi V7.

Deadhorse to Ushuaia—an 
epic journey for many long 

distance riders. But few would 
contemplate tackling it on a 

1975 Moto Guzzi. The author’s 
choice of bike is as unique 
as his encounters with the 

people and history he finds 
along the way. Paul searches 

for gold, tracks Che Guevara, 
and unwittingly romances a 

beautiful guerrilla. This is not  
the typical account of crossing 

the Americas, but one which 
is as uncommon as the rider, 

the Dutch print journalist Paul 
van Hooff—the Man in the 

Saddle.

372 pages
ISBN 978-1-890623-62-3 (paperback) $25.99 USD

ISBN 978-1-890623-63-0 (eBook) $9.99 USD

Over 10,000 copies sold 
in the original Dutch!Paul van Hoof



Individuals—Printed Books
Road Dog’s books may be purchased online directly from Road Dog at 
www.roaddogpub.com. They are also available from Amazon and Barnes 
and Noble and many online and brick-and-mortar booksellers. If your 
bookseller doesn’t have the book you want, they can special order it from 
National Book Network, who sells to virtually every bookseller in North 
America, the UK, and English language books stores throughout Central 
and South America. We are the North American publisher of all the titles, 
but a few titles are published and sold by their respective authors or their 
representatives in the UK and Europe.

Individuals—eBooks
Our books are available in both Kindle and Nook formats (Nook only in NA), 
with Kindle editions either from Road Dog Publications or their respective 
authors.

In Person from the Authors
Many of the authors regularly give presentations and make appearances at 
a variety of venues. Most of the time you will find they have some books on-
hand to sell. Get to meet your favorite author and have them sign your copy!

Booksellers
National Book Network and their overseas division National Book Network 
International sell Road Dog Publications titles to the trade.

All Road Dog Publications titles are distributed
to the trade by NBN and NBNi

NBN—office 301•459•3366, orders 800•462•6420, customercare@nbnbooks.com
NBNi—+44 (0)1752 202301, CServs@ingramcontent.com

Ways to Buy



Several of Road Dog Publications authors have been featured in magazine articles 
or have written for various magazines, while some are regular contributors: Mike 
Fitterling, Wanderlust and Vintage Japanese Motorcycle Magazine; Jacqui Furneaux, 
Overland Magazine; Zoë Cano, Traverse, Momentum Monthly, Wanderlust, Town 
Crier; Antonia Bolingbroke-Kent, Overland Journal, Adventure Journal, Ride, 
Wanderlust, The Guardian, and Overland Magazine; Graham Field, Overland 
Magazine, Adventure Motorcycle USA.

Reviews of books or author profiles have appeared in or on: Ace Cafe London 
Newsletter (Zoë Cano), Adventure Bike Rider (Best Books of 2014—Ureka and A 
Short Ride in the Jungle), Adventure Bike TV (Graham Field), American Motorcyclist 
(Northeast by Northwest), Backstreet Heroes (Bonneville Go or Bust), Bikers Night 
In (Different Natures), Forbes (Asphalt & Dirt), Motorbike Rider (Graham Field), 
Motorcycle Consumer News (Graham Field), Motorcycle Sport and Leisure (Zoë 
Cano), Motoress (Zoë Cano), Motorradd (In Search of Greener Grass), Nacelle 
Triumph Owners Magazine (Southern Escapades), Overland Journal (A Short Ride in 
the Jungle), Ride (Ureka), Road Bike (Motorcycles, Life, and…), Traverse (Bonneville 
Go or Bust),  and many more.

Road Dog Publications books also regularly receive four- and five-star reviews on 
amazon.

Road Dog Publications authors have been interviewed on Adventure Rider Radio, 
some multiple times. Those interviewed include: Antonia (“Ants”) Bolingbroke-
Kent, Zoë Cano, Graham Field (multiple times), Mike Fitterling (twice), Jacqui 
Furneaux (twice). Graham Field is also a regular host of ARR’s monthly RAW 
show alongside Sam Manicom, Shirley Hardy-Rix, Brian Rix, Grant Johnson, and 
Adventure Rider Radio host, Jim Martin.

Several of the authors make regular appearances at bikes shows and other venues, 
give presentations, and do book signings. You may have seen one or several at: The 
Overland Events, London Motorcycle Show, Progressive International Motorcycle 
Shows (IMS), Destination Eustis, Ace Cafe, Horizons Unlimited Travellers’ 
Meetings, Triumph Live, Barber Vintage Festival, Motorcycle Live, and more.

You May Have Heard…
Print and Online Magazines

Adventure Rider Radio and RAW

Author Appearances


